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Trailer:.Q: "Before he led us" - Why so many "us" vs "we" in a single sentence? I've been reading
through my current literature text book for my senior year and found a textbook writing style that
seems to be lacking in other books I've read. The phrase "Before he led us" has been used for
example in the statement "We did not expect when we went to Confucius' book that its fundamental
idea would be the study of death". I have never seen the word "us" used in so many consecutive
sentences before, only "We" or "All of us" or "each and every one of us", etc. I've noticed this
grammar issue in every textbook I've read in the last 20 years, perhaps it's not just my textbook.
Does this grammatical structure make any sense at all or are they just being redundant? A: "Us"
here is a reference to all people mentioned, the "we" is a reference to the reader and author. For
example, "We did not expect when we went to Confucius' book that its fundamental idea would be
the study of death" We went to the book of Confucius, and expected that the book's fundamental
idea would be the study of death. The pronoun "us" is referring to all humans that read the book of
Confucius, including the author and the reader. Saving Money to Invest As a Generation Xer, I
actually still enjoy saving money. I enjoy seeing the financial markets go up and down, and I’
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